Zenmuse L2 Release Notes

Release Date: 2023.10.30
Zenmuse L2 Firmware: v01.00.0001
Firmware Upgrade Method: microSD card / Update All in App
Compatible Firmware and Software Required:
- M350 RTK Aircraft: v08.00.0003
- M300 RTK Aircraft: v58.00.0009
- DJI RC Plus Remote Controller: v02.02.0507
- DJI Pilot 2 App: v8.0.0.38

What’s Fixed

- Fixed issue where the AR projection of laser pinpoints showed position deviation.
- Fixed issue of being unable to obtain task quality reports if there were too many files on the microSD card.

Notes:

- Make sure that the aircraft firmware, the remote controller firmware, the L2 firmware, and the DJI Pilot 2 App are all updated to the latest version.